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I. Introduction:

It is the purpose of this study to discuss the value of long-
range reconnaissance at sea hy the Luftwaffe in relation to submarine

operations against the maritiiiie supply lines of the enemy. By means of
examples, and conclusions, we hope clearly to show hov/ these t-yvo comple
mentary T/eapons of v/ar are suited for close co-operation on the high seas,
the one for reconnaissance and the other for attacks on the surface or

under vater, and to cause such losses to enemy shipping as to disrupt
Allied plans.. '

■  , The "Battle of the Atlantic" has shown the vulnerability of the
■ enemy in this- field, and the efforts he has made to escape a strangle
hold. This-study Vvdll attempt to show to v/hat an extent the enemy has
realised the value of the Air Force in long-distance re.connaissance, and
hoviT he has used this vreapon defensively to ensure that he may win the
'Battle for Supplies'.

It is very easy, after the event to criticise our ov/n High
Corpmand for taissing opportunities, but this is in no way the object of
this article, which is to shovip by certain premises, v/hich are v/ithin
the bounds of possibility, v;hat significance air reconnaissance  has in
submarine 7/arfaro and wha.t significance it . will have in the future.

The aim of co-operation betiiyeen.Reconnaissance and Attack is
the sinking of as large a nunber as.possible of ships laden -Frith supplies
for the enemy. English -war plans arc entirely dependent on the smooth
functioning of supply traffic bringing raw 'materials for the Island's
industries, finished goods and the necessary foodstuffs for the populace
from abroad. This traffic is of just as much inportance in the supplying
of existing v/a.r fronts and campaigns.

It is the first consideration of Great Britain to keep these
sea routes across the Atlantic free from the interference of her opponent
in the form of reconnaissance, and ’the' harassing and disruption of this
traffic. The greatest menace.on these sea route's is the. submarine, which
can be regarded as the actual T/eapon of attack.

As in World War I the convoy system has proved itself the
.best method for the enemy to'organise his supply traffic. In order to

■understand the difficulties with which submarines are faced before they
are in a position to attack a convoy, it will be necessary to' learn some
thing of the tactics employed with this weapon. The -weaknesses of those
tactics-.will be clearly brought out," in order to indicate how effectively
the Air Force, could eliminate them.

• >

II. Submarine Tactin.s.

Supplies from abroad flo-'W to the British Isles through three
main arteries:

1 America - England
Mediterranean - England

- EnglandAfrica
2

3

On these routes lies the cbie'f field of activity for submarines.
Before they can attack, however, they must find their target. On first
thoughts, this finding-of targets does not seem to present much difficulty,
as it would seem clear that adequate information about enemy shipping
movements would be available from numerous sources and that subj'.iarines
could therefore be employed against those convoys which promised the best
results.
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2.

In actual fact, the position v/as quite different,
mittedly possible, at the beginning of the submarine v/ar, to intercept
convoys by radio intelligence. At that juncture unfortunately, .it was
not possible^to undortako mass attacks as the number of available craft
was insufficient, the largo scale building progrEonme. not having yet
taken effect. .

It Y/as ad'

infornmtion on convoy routes ceased \/itb the passing of
time ,so that now only departure and arrival times are knovm, and the
aqtual route must be guessed. To this must bo attributed the fact that
the chief task of the submaxino became that of reconnaissance, as our
ovm air reconnaissance did not embbaco the Atlantic. The suitability of
subm;',rincs for reconnaissance is hov/evor questionable. In good
visibility their range of vision is roughly 30 kilometres. This is
maximum distance and hence, v/ith the use of a considerable number of
craft, only a relatively small sea area can be covered.

.  formation for reconnaissance is the "Reconnaissance
Line Abreast formation, in -which the largest possible niunber of sub
marines are, with a necessary sacrifice of foimation in depth, placed
next to each other with their areas of vision overlapping. In this v/ay
It IS possible to cover comparatively large sea areas. It is occasionally
possible, ho^TCver, that a convoy can slip through this reconnaissance
strip at night. To avoid this the -whole strip novos to and fro so that
in all probability it v/ill sight the convoy moving along its estimated
route by day. This means that .at night the strip must.move on the
estimated coi^se of the convoy at a speed designed at all costs to keep
It ahead of the convoy. In daylight the strip proceeds once more towards
The convoy.

This strip fom'-iation may sound very advantageous in theory-
practice, no\/ever, gaps -//ill appear in individual strips through ^
inaccurate navigation. In bad visibility, fog, rain or stom, the
situation may bec-mo oven v/orso. it is thus possible for a convoy to
slip through the 1-inc or discovering its presence in the vicinity
to avoid it altogether by a wide detour. ’

It is not difficult to realise how small an area  a strip of 25
submarines can cover, compared with, the area in which convoys
Clearly it is possible for a convoy to avoid interception, even without
taking advantage of poor visibility.

^  Our policy in submarine v-.rarfare is only to attack a convoy v/hen
a large number of craft is available for tho assault, the aim bein/to
destroy the core of tho convoy, i.e. the valuable merchant vessels^ by^
penetrating the cscort^^forccs in a simultaneously launched mass attack
v.ath uhe largest possible nuiubcr of submarines.

in

move.

vHfh fu -5 a large nuiuber of craft,is only possible
with the aid of nawless shadowing. In aerial reconnaissance it is at
tiiics difficult to maintain contact with a shipping target in the face of
bad weather conditions. For submarines these difficulties are incom-

fneentration of the flanks of the strip may take48 hours , rrd then is only possible in that tine if the convoy

‘hi!! is never tho oaso, as tho target is always
moving on ^ zig-zag course, i.c. at intervals of 3- 15 minutes, it
alters course up to 20 dogrocs, so that the fixing of its mean
no easy task. In addition, the convoy will endeavour to shako off anyshadowor by wade alterations of course, carried out usually during the
hours of tvYilight between dusk anid darkness. In daylight the shal^.wSgcraft oiust remain just within sight, to be able to make out Le convo^f

course is
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and yet remain undetected for as long as possible. Should it be dis
covered, the enemy will taJce all possible measures to force it under
water. Submerged, a submarine is very slow vri.th  a speed of only 4 knots,
so that the target is then faster than the pursuer.

For the above reasons it is evident that, even when the target
has been located, there are still many obstacles to be overcome,
all, however, it is also clear that the submarine can only fulfil its
true purpose, the torpedo attack, after completion of very uneconomic
reconnaissance operations. Simultaneously with the recognition of those
difficulties, there grows a realisation of the value of air
reconnaissance in relieving the submarine of this task.

Above

The disadvantages suffered by the submarine of low eye-level,
hort range of vision find lack of mobility do not apply to the Air Force,

which thanks to its technical equipment, is in a position to cover the
ViTidc spaces of the Atlantic and to survey all shipping movements. The
task of air reconnaissance is therefore to find a target, report it,
shadoT/ it and direct the submarines on to it.
remain out of range of any land based air formations and away from areas
in \/hich strong anti-submarine patrols arc reported, until a target has
been found andj for the actual attack can be directed to a position suit
able for the favourable simultaneous mass attack at night. By moans of
this coordination it 'vvill be possible to create the most favourable
ditions for the attack, and without serious losses to■inflict the heaviest
damage on the enemy.

s

The submarines can then

con-

Having discusse_d the theory of air-sea co-operation and shovm
the need _ for it, we will next deal v/ith the actual situation in submarine
Tifarfare in 1942 as proof of the necessity of air support. Up to June
1942, our submarines operated chiefly in American coastal v/aters, as it
v/as there possible to achieve the largest number of sinkings under the
most favourable conditions. From June 1942 om^ards, however, the
had, here too, organised convoy defences. The weight of the attack
tnerefore shifted into mid-Atlantic between Auorica and England.

enemy

As can be seen in the attached appendix, the number of sinkings
\/as reasonably high. This was possible because our strip reconnaissance
succeeded, often by sheer luck, in locating convoys in a position favour
able for the attack. Nevertheless, this high number of sinkings can still
not be regarded as satisfactory, if one takes into account the fact tha,t
only one third of the total number of torpedoes available for use against
the enemy v/as actually fired. This means that only one third of the
potential strength of' an average of 100 subi.iarines employed in the
Atlantic had been utilised. Conditions at that time could be considered
as favourable to the defence, compared with the present, and losses, some
2-3 U-Boats for every 100,000 G.R.T. of shippings sunlc, wore on the v/liole
T/itliin reasdnable bounds.

The strength and effectivene
do with the non-utilisation of available
reconnaissance was the sole reason why the full force of our submarinos
could not be brought to boar on a sighted target, /and why they often re
turned^ to base after an abortive trip still fully a,nied with torpedoes;
and this at a time when the loss of every single freighter was keenly
felt by the enemy.

ss of the defence had nothing to
The absence of airresouroos.

The most outstanding example is to be seen in the month of
January 1943. In this month, seven convoys, averaging 200,000 G.R.T.
each, vvere able to pass betvreen Ajaerica and England and vice versa with
out any serious interference from our submarines. The use of tvro wide
reconnaissance strips of 30 submarines each had not made it possible to
cone to grips -vTith the enemy in the Atlantic. One .submarine did succeed

/ in



in sighting a convoy, hut the rest were in such unfavourahlo positions
that only five were able to take part in the attack and sink three ships
of 23,190 G.R.T. Apart from this, enemy convoys were able to proceed
along this route unmalcsted. The month of 'January 1943 hiia'purposely
■been chosen, as being an outstanding example of the effect of"^ inadequate
reconnaissance reports on the figures of eneuy shipping loss

It is evident that considerable dainago night have been in
flicted on enemy shipping if, with the aid of air reconnaissance ,.it had
been possible.to concentrate all submarines in that area; and thus to
make the fullest use of our 7/hole submarine strength. 

'

os.

.After careful study, in which all possible factors have been
considered, ,the conclusion reached is that 'the sinkings in the convoy
battles could have been increased by 100^3 - 1504. Unbelievable though
these figures nay sound, the follov/ing-examples from convoy battles will
show 7/hat can be done, :

In December 1942, a submarine belonging to Gruppe "Spitz"
a convoy of 32 .ships approximately 15OO km West of Cape Ortegal. .It
succeeded in-bringing up the rest of the reconnaissance strip in good time,
and'in a five day battle, of the 32 ships, 19, totalling 102,000 G.R.T.
were sunk, and a further 5 totalling. 21 ,000 G.R. T. v/e.re. torpedoed,'
5 of the v/hole convo.y r/as destroyed. '

In the follov/ing month, a submarine sighted .a convoy of tankers
boimd for the Mediterranean, roughly 1000 km West of the Canary Islands.'
In operations lasting . several days, 15 tankers, totalling 141,000 G.R.T.
T/erc sunk and 6 more were hit. Once again it had been, possible almost
coiipletely to destroy the target attacked.

In March 1943, a convoy of 83 morchaint vessels from America
sighted by .Chance. It, v/as possible to bring into use 38 submarines,
which managed to sink 34 ships, totalling 2000,000 G.R.T. and one
destroyer. Nine more ships were hit but their sinking could not be
observed.

sighted

Hence

was

The success of those particular convoy battles was due to the
timely discovery of the target and to the resultant possibility of
bringing up sufficient subiiuirines for a mass attack; The forces engaged',
although only a part of the total strength deployed in that sea 2a’©a,
inflicted extensive damage on the convoys. The participation of all the
available forces, made practicable by the use of air reconnaissance,would have ensured the comp.i.ste destruction of the convoys attacked.

The. Importance of the Azores and French West Africa as bases for
Long-range Reconnaissance at Sea .(ju 29(51] ^ ^ ~

■  In the foregoing sections, an attempt has been made to point out
the need for air reconnaissance in support of Naval operations against
enemy shipping.

III.

In the folloT/ing .pages, 7/Q will investigate the probable
sequences, had the value of 00—operation betiveon air reconnaissance and
submarines been recognised, and had a Gruppe of Ju 290's been used for
long-range reconnaissance at sea, right at the outset of the large scale
submarine car,paign. At the same time, it is intended to discuss the
possibilities presented by the possession of the Azores, IVench Morocco
and French Yhst Africa as 'jumping off bases for the Atlantic battle.

con-

■the beginning'of tae T/ar, Germany obtained access: to the
Atlantic by Occupying the Norwegian, Danish, Belgian and French coasts.
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and thereby basically altered her v/hole strategic positibn. In the sane
way that the subnarines were able to penetrate into mid-Atlantic by
using bases nearer to their field of operations, so the Luftwaffe, v/ith
long-range aircraft operating from new bases, could have extended its
reconnaissance far into the Atlantic to cover the- supply traffic to the
British Isles. British convoys, in the last part of their journey before
entering the North Channel, would have been well within the, range of
Ju 290's based on Norv/ay and France, In this area, then, these "air-sea"
tactics could have been employed during the convoy battles of 1942.

If we extend this idea of winning 'jumping off bases on the
Atlantic, v/e next cone to Spain, whose participation in the war we failed
to aohieve in 1941. Going further southwards we cone to the islands of
the Azores a.nd to French Morocco and ?/est Africa, The political and
geographic position of the Azores is unique and, can only be compared
v/ith that of Hawai.

almost equal iiuportance. Based on Dakar the field of operations would
stretch far into the Atlantic, which at this point is. narrowed down to
2750 km by the iimerican coastline.

The coast of French Morocco and West Africa is of

Remote as these considerations may seen, they were nevertheless
Our opponents long ago realised the important influencequite possible,

of air power on political geography, and have exploited this realisation
in their conduct of the War. The Air Forces of the British Empire and, in
particular of the U.S.A. span whole oceans and continents in proof of the
intercontinental nature of this weapon. Enemy long-range aircraft are in an
advanced state of development and his air crews have long been practiced
in the technique of long distance flying. With the aid of bases they
cover the greater part of the globe. New York and London are the starting
points of a system of bases which stretch vih the African continent,
through the Near East, India, China and Australia, back to the American
continent. In particular, the lease of British bases in the Carribean
and the stern part of the Middle Atlantic as far as Trinidad and
British Guiana, enables the ilmorican Air Force to penetrate right up the
African coast.

Hence it would not have been extraordinary if, in this age of
intercontinental Politics and War, the Reich had seized the Azores and
^'rench posessions in West Africa, in order to obtain bases for the
offensive against enemy shipping. From these bases the Ju.290's could
roach almost to tho Arrnrican coast and enemy convoy traffic would be
under the constant observation of the Luftwaffe for the greater part of
its crossing. The iivmediato result would have been a groat increase in
sinkingSo.

in order to demonstrate the full consequences of intensified
anil-shipping warfare, a note follows on tho Britisn supply system and the
dependence of A.llied war plans on supplies.

The Dependence of AAlied War plans on supplies.rvh

In 1937, British inports totalled 71,000,000 tons  - 55,000,000
G.R.T, In 1942,this figure dropped to 36,000,000 tons. This quantity

,  Britain had to import in order to cover her minimum essential requirements.
\

These 36,000,000 tons conprised:-

Million tons of raw materials and partially manufactured

foodstuffs,

mineral oil,

manufactured goods.

As has been mentioned before, the range of the Ju 290 is
fficient to enable it to obtain information of convoy movements

15
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before they enter the North Channel, and therefore to bring up submarines
for the' attack. By using airfields in -the Azores it would be possible to
extend air reconnaissance almost as far as N©yfoundland, Above all,
hovrev^-r, the routes to the Mediterranean pass well within range of
Azores based reconnaissance, many days before reaching the Straits of
Gibraltar. • . ■

'  _'The sinking of 2,000,000 tons in i942 vrould undoubtedly have
been possible .if full use had been made of the submarine weapon and
auxiliary air reconnaissance. Defensive measures had not at that time
been developed sufficiently to impede our submarine attacks to any great
extent, and■the British Air Force, today our chief opponent
being built up and could not exert the decisive
that it does today,
yet fully effective.

, Tiras still
streng'uh in the Atlantic

In addition submarine detection devices were not as

Everything depended at this time, therefore, on using every
means of intensifying the- snipping war so that, despite now construc
tions and the mobilisation of all shipping rcsera^os, the decrease of the
total enemy shipping space became so great as to have a catastrophic
effect on the British supply situation..

British and Allied war plans are entirely dependent on supplies
from abroad* It follovre, therefore, that a victory for Germany in the
battle of the Atlantic v/ould have far reaching effects on the air and
land war in Europe.

With the sinking of 2 million G.R.T. a month-^ the enemy would
be compelled to limit himself entirely to supplying the British Isles,
That is.to say, there would not have been a single ton available either
for any.large scale invasion or for the supplying of existing war fronts.

These attacks on shipping are a means of destroying an
important war potential -with'the smallest effort and losses."
is there such a concentration of war material as in a convoy proceedingfrom the production centres of America to 'bhe war fronts of Europe.,
This Y/as particularly true to 1942, \Yhen every shipload was eagerly
av/aited by the enemy.

Nowhere

Tak^g into consideration that a ship of 9,000 G,R,T, carries
a load of■ .12,600 tons, for which 86o goods trucks' carrying 15 tons each
would be required, the vast quantity of supplies necessary for the
Allied Yrar effort in Europe from overseas can be imagined,
yrould be more economical to destroy this material at sea,
await its appearance on the battle- field? '

Surely it
than to

Malta, Yz-hose existence hung on a fine threat during the
German air offensive, v/as able by keeping its sea approaches open to
defy all the efforts of ..the Axis povYcrs, , Similarly in Libya, -the-British8th Army after initial defeats,' was'rc-armed v/ith supplies sent by sea,
and YYas' .able to achieve final victory.

.  _ With the' aid of a considerable shipping force, the Allied
landings in North Africa v/cre successfully accon-plishod. The convoysheading tov/ards the invasion beaches in North Africa v/ere -not spotted
by aerial reconnaissance in tiiuo for enough submarines to bo assembled
to inflict losses on the landing force. It is in this connection that the
Azores should be considered as a dominating position from v.rhich to
control all the sea routes leading to Gibraltar. From this point itYYould have been possible, even after the successful landings in North
Africa to direct a concentrated submarine attack v/ith
arteries leading to this theatre of
situation can be expressed quite briefly;

air support on the
The effect of this”on the war
the defeat;

v/ar.

.n Tunisia, Sicily,

/ Southern Italy
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Southern Italy and the consequent penetration of the European .defence_
from the South, v.dth its dj.sillusionmpnts and losses in men and .materials,
would have hecn avoided.

s

if the enemy succeeds even, partially in.eliminating the'sub
marine menaoe, a huge concentration of forces and meterials could be
effected in the British Isles. To guard against the danger of invasion
and the establishment of another major front in Europe, strong German
forces have had to be held in readiness.

The. lack of these troops made itself felt, throughout the vfhole
German war'effort, and particularly on the Eastern front, where the
present position is chai'actcriscd by the niuiiorical and material
superiority of the Hussi.ans who continuing their suoiier-offensive,
atteinpting to crush the Goman defences. In the course of those opera
tions, the enemy has already succeeded in crossing, the 1939 German-
Russian demarcation lino in I’oland. Further South, his spearheads are
already approaching the Carpathians prior to a thrust into the Balkans.

Our own forces are 'meagre, and can only be reinforced to the 'detri
ment of other fronts. In the 'festjhcrwever,strong German forces, are., tied dovm
by the threat of an invasion, and cannot therefore be dispatched to- the
Eastern fronl". Similarly, strong, defence forces are required against the
ovorvrheIming air offensive on .the Reich.

These concentrations of non and materials, and the deployment
of the Air Forces in Great Britain, depend to a groat extent on sea
communioations. Had it been possible to disrupt these, the forces ■
required to meet the "menace" in the West v/ould have been available for ■

defensive, and ultimately for offensive purposes in the East,. At least-
the estahlisliment of a. Vfestern front vrould have beeii delayed long qnough
to make it possible,‘by the full exertion of our total war capacity, to
eliminate the enemy in the East. The danger in the West could then have
been dealt with separately.

Our great opportunity in, the war against England was so to • ,
reduce enemy shipping space bn the fullest use of all available submarines
aided by air reconnaissance, that in. quite a short tine, and even with the
r.obilisa.tion of all -possible resoives, the total enemy tonnage would drop
below the 10 million level;- with this reduction belov/ the absolute minimum
tonnage necessary, the tirae vrould have cone when the Gerraan blockade of

British sea approaches would have proved fatal.

, arc

V. Oonclusion:

In the preceding pages, ajri ideal solution has been offered to
the problem ■ created by the, demands of the Navy for air reconnaissance,
in order to show that the Luftv/affc' should be employed in support of the
submarine Ga:'npaign, The aim has been, to investigate the value of this
co-operation, and, by means of examples, to demonstrate its decisive
results in the anti-shipping war.

The present position is narked by a decline in the successes
achieved by the German Navy in this concentrated cajnpaign. The chief
weapon in this battle, the submarine, has been severely limited in its
■power. In 1942, conditions wore, in general, favourable to the sea and
air defence of shipping targets-. In 1943 'the enemy succeeded, by a great
effort, in developing nev^r submarine detection and other deviced v/hich ■ ■
caused a big rise in submarine losses. Above all, the steady development
and expansion of the enemy 'Air 'B'orce has made it the main weapon of
shipping defence. . .

/ As a
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As a result, the tactics used in the convoy battles of the'North
Atlantic and described in a previous chapter, have had to be temporarily
abandoned to avoid crippling losses. The ene-my has appreciated this
position. In his announcements on the vj-ar situation, the successful
defence against subniarinoS' end the resultant gain of shipping space, had
been given first place. These fadts,'and the past course of ths war shov;-
the decisive ef'foct which the subiaafinc campaign has had on enemy war
plans,

By the 31st Hay 1943, Anglo-Araericf.\n shipyards had produced 130
iidllion tons of merchant shipping which alone must have used an estim
ated total of 10 million tons of steel. This rnems that the U.S. ship
building programme for 1943 requires an eighth of the total steel produc
tion of the U, S.A, Just as remarkable are the amount of ma-terial, and
the number of personnel'absorbed by-anti-subnarino operations.

The disappeararice of the submarine menace vrould release an
inmonsc war potential for use against the Reich. G-erman v/ar plans must,
thcroforc, ensure that the war on shipping remains effective. ‘

Measures necessary for the re-establishment of submarine power
have been initiated find it is to be expected that in this race between
defence and attack, the submarine T;ill once more win the lead. Even if
oT-ir submarines cannot overcome the present difficulties and do not,
L-hercfore, roach the goal sot for the n'umber of sinkings in 1942, every
assistance must still be given to them.

By their employment, a vast enemy v/ar potential can be
destroyed dr neutralised, a fact v/hich, in view of the numerical and
mat'orial superiority of the enemy, is of the utmost inportcanoe.
accoii^lish this it is, above all, necessary to give the submarines
That is, adequate air rocorinr.issanee by the LuftWeaffe. ■

To

eyes".

Our aircraft industry is set no easy task,
able bases must be net by the development of a long-range reconnaissance
aircraft with'a radius of action of roughly 5000 Im.
have sufficient defensive

The lack of suit-

Each aircraft must

armar.iont to counter enemy air superiority,
that.failure cannot be caused by 'the attacks of the enemy's defence
forces.

so

The prerent position of the LufWaffe is that of being slowly
forced back on the defensive by the ever grov/ing material superiority of
the cnomy. Goraany's shipping offensive is, at the moment, without
air support ■v/orth the najce, in contrast to the Allies, iiTho have largo
nuidbers oi aircraft with special equipment to- wage the v/ar at sea.

any

Ihe enemy has clearly recognised that this sea caidpaign is
the weakest' link in his wlr- effort, and he' rightly sees in the menace
tQ his sea conmiinications a nenaoe to his very existenoe,- The German
High Corxiand niist therefore' endeavour, in clear recognition of this
w/cakness of the enemy's, to allocate more aircraft, - after due con
sideration for the needs of the defence of the Reich, - for bombingattacks and reconnaissance so as to lend effective support to our
submarines. They .must moke and carry through these plans, regardless of '
the objections and opposition w/hich seen always to obstruct any decision
before it is executed. . -
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GRAPH SHOWING CONSTRUCTION AND SINKINGS.
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